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Fascism From Above The Dictatorship
This very typically biting and insightful anecdote about Churchill comes from a military history book describing Allied preparations for D-Day: The General probably should not have been shocked.
The Day Churchill Called Mussolini “greatest living statesman of our time”
For years there was no overt establishment of dictatorship ... above, you can see that my premise was shaky: Nothing that I have copied there could suggest a parallel between the rise of Fascism ...
The humble Farmer: It’s time to call out fascism wherever we see it
An extreme-right political party’s violent exploitation of anger over Italy’s coronavirus restrictions is forcing authorities to wrestle with the country’s fascist ...
Neo-fascists exploit ‘no-vax’ rage, posing dilemma for Italy
Santiago Guillen, Alejandro López The Socialist Party (PSOE)-Podemos party government is actively covering up for far-right circles in the Spanish army. In July, online newspaper La Marea requested ...
Podemos covers up neo-fascist circles in Spanish army
Left-leaning Italian lawmakers and politicians on Sunday called for measures to outlaw pro-fascism groups a day after anti-vaccine protesters, incited by extreme-right leaders, stormed ...
Calls rise in Italy to ban pro-fascism groups after rampage
By and large the SPD, still a mass party in Germany, did not resort to extra-constitutional or violent means to resist Hitler’s coup from above ... to prevent fascism and dictatorship.
Should We Be Punching Nazis?
But it is worth emphasising, above any other consideration, the winning side’s commitment to vengeance and its denial of pardon and reconciliation, as well as to hang... Chapter 2 American Women and ...
The Spanish Civil War: Exhuming a Buried Past
He even says the environmental movement is being infiltrated by “ecofascists” wanting to establish a green dictatorship. It’s all out there. Fascism ... It is hostile above all to wokeness”.
Paul Mason sees far-right extremism all around – but is he right? Iain Macwhirter reviews How To Stop Fascism
In both the book and the series, theocratic fascism comes to America because ... Watch out exclusive video interview with Miller above. Now in its third season, Hulu’s Emmy-winning drama ...
Bruce Miller Interview: ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ showrunner
Asked about her views on fascism, she told the Italian newspaper ... Rachele Mussolini is not the first descendant of the Italian dictator to go into politics. Her stepsister, Alessandra Mussolini ...
Mussolini's granddaughter tops polls in Rome council vote
ROME -- Left-leaning Italian lawmakers and politicians called for measures Sunday to outlaw pro-fascism groups a day ... of Benito Mussolini's fascist dictatorship before and during World War ...
Rome hit by anti-vaccine protests
The song hails Spain’s Blue Division, a 45,000-strong infantry division of volunteers sent by Spanish fascist dictator General ... advocating a coup in France. Above all, they exposed the ...
Podemos covers up neo-fascist circles in Spanish army
ROME (AP) — Left-leaning Italian lawmakers and politicians on Sunday called for measures to outlaw pro-fascism groups a ... of Benito Mussolini's fascist dictatorship before and during World ...
Calls rise in Italy to ban pro-fascism groups after rampage
(Mauro Scrobogna/LaPresse via AP) ROME (AP) — Left-leaning Italian lawmakers and politicians on Sunday called for measures to outlaw pro-fascism ... s fascist dictatorship before and during ...
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